
  
 

  

  

 

Colleagues - 
  

Congratulations on your participation and being elected Delegate to this 2024 election 
cycle. The great Thomas Jefferson once said... 

  

"We do not have government by the majority. We 
have government by the majority who 

participate..." 
  



As we enter into the final stretch toward designating our champions to represent US in 
the United States Congress; it's paramount we designate champions that will represent 

and defend the values of a constitution the world's Greatest Republic was founded upon. 
  

I have taken my duty toward those defenses seriously, as I refuse to compromise my 
values and integrity for the sake of political ambition and partisan advancement. Since 

January, I have been expressing to the State Excomm and county parties alike regarding 
a con artist running in the 3rd Congressional district race. 

  
According to Christy Fidura (Pueblo County), Stephen Varela has this nomination 

process locked up; all other candidates need not bother to apply... It's implied here that 
this decision has already been made for the delegates --- particularly, our friends in 

Mesa and Delta counties... (I sure hope not!) 
  

...We'll get to Fidura momentarily -- The truth is, Stephen Varela, a habitual party flip-
flopper has a profound legacy of scandal that seems to follow this guy at every turn. 

  
Scandals from domestic disturbances and violence; to Union leadership corruption, to 

federal investigations on financial mismanagement. These are issues that are 
disqualifying on their face. The mere question of character and integrity should be first 

and foremost. Then we factor his political climbing; switching his political affiliation 18 
times; looking for something to stick. (Should be noted, Varela denied doing this in this 

year's campaign, then contradicted himself -- just days later.) 
  

Thanks to the help and loyalty of Christy Fidura -- "something" stuck... in January 
of 2023, they duped the CD3 Vacancy committee into installing Varela onto the State 

School Board. 
 

 

   



 



 Colleagues, I have been prosecuting the case that Stephen Varela is first and foremost --- 
A HARDCORE Democrat! 
  
Despite the fact that he's spewing typical GOP rhetoric today, Prior to his latest 
"TRANSITION" -- Stephen Varela attempted to climb the Democrat hierarchy with 
amazing precision and at a tremendously rapid pace. 
He championed every freedom robbing cause in the Democrat playbook. He maneuvered 
their donors to CHALLENGE OUR CANDIDATES, and he claimed leadership posts 
within their machine... he achieved this in just 3 short years... 
  
Varela essentially told them everything they wanted to hear.... 
  
They bought it... They took -- the hook... 
 

 

   

  

 

Fast Forward to 2022 



  
Varela's political ambitions and financial status became very apparent, as those 

organizations the Democrats entrusted upon him went down in flames. Their financials 
were wrecked, the groups were forced to close, and Varela cut-n-run when the heat got 

too hot. 
(Don't get me wrong, I couldn't care less about the damages inflicted upon the 

Democrat machinery --- My concern is; it happening to ours!) 
  

2022 was the perfect time for him to bring his talents and oratory to the Pueblo County 
Republican Party. 

 ...They Bought it! They took -- the hook...! 
(Sound familiar?) 

  
In 2022, Pueblo County fielded candidates for public offices we haven't fielded for 
years. -- These included candidates for County Clerk, Assessor, Sheriff, and even 

County Treasurer... A candidate who you have come to know as Michelle Gray, current 
chair of the PCRP. 

  
Varela's theatrically effective oratory won her over from the very beginning! In fact, it's 
believed she thought his political acumen was going to propel her into the Treasurer's 

office at the same time he was going to claim a State Senate seat. Obviously, that wasn't 
the case... 

  
Shortly after the 2022 election flop, the alliance formed with Christy Fidura, "leader" of 
the Pueblo County Patriots (a now depleted group of 5 or 6 women who just want to be 
involved ---- somewhere -- perhaps...maybe...??) where they began to set their plans in 

motion to dupe the Colorado Republican party and claim positions within. 
  

 

 



  



  

 

The lies and embellishments are fantastical at best! 
  

In the quest for CD3 and the National Committeewoman position, Varela and Fidura 
began attempting to co-opt the scheduled municipal election cycle in 2023 with a focus 
being on ousting a corrupt long time Democrat operative and Mayor in the favor of a 

"registered republican." 
  



At the time, Pueblo had a 4-3 (really a 5-2) Democrat/GOP split on City Council with 3 
opportunities for GOP pickups and a fourth possible; provided Councilor Heather 

Graham was elected Mayor. 
  

That happened --- Kind of...? 
  

3 republicans (2 of whom are very Mitt Romney-esque) did claimed the council seats, 
and Heather Graham did eventually win the Mayoral seat.... 

  
Today, Fidura and Varela are traveling the state in pursuit of their party advancement 

telling you, how they single handedly flipped Pueblo County "Red." 
  

When the truth is, the 2023 election wasn't so much about Pueblo "turning Red..." 
Moreso that it was a significant discontent for several of Democrats holding those seats, 
or --- term limits forcing them out. The election of Heather Graham didn't happen based 

on support for the "republican" -- but Pueblo was voting against Nick Gradisar. 
  

Looking to the city council vacancy Graham's mayoral elevation created... on a council 
where 4 republicans (on paper) now sit, two of them voted with the democrats to 

appoint a 3rd democrat to fill the vacancy... (The other 2 republicans chose personal 
acquaintances. Typical!) 

  

BONKERS! RIGHT?? 
  

On a council that should have been a 5 seat super majority, Pueblo republicans poo 
poo'd the bed, where we now have a 4/3 majority with 2 of the 4 being seen as 

unreliable when it comes to advancing conservative policy. 
So, did we really win anything...?? ----- Really...?? 

  
If I'm being honest here --- a "Conservative democrat" is about as useful to me as a 

"liberal republican." 
  

In theory, we actually LOST a seat. 
  



My question to you -- colleagues... 
  

If Stephen Varela and Christy Fidura turned Pueblo County Red; then why isn't 
Stephen Varela calling himself "State Senator" Right now...? Why isn't J. Angel 
Lewis assessing property values fairly? Why isn't Nathan Baxter overseeing this 
election cycle in Pueblo...and why is Michelle Gray NOT County Treasurer right 

now...? 
  

Why did 2 GOP City councilors vote with democrats to install a 3rd democrat, rather 
than creating a super majority on Pueblo City Council... 

  
  

I'll say it....  
  

 

 



  

 

   

NOW! LETS GET TO MODERN DAY REALITY... 
  

As stated earlier, Varela and Fidura are traveling the state telling these fantastical lies 
without backstory, landscape, nor factual truth. In fact, they've opted to take to some of 

you in the assassination of my character rather than refuting any of this information 
swirling the public sphere. These aren't "MY" accusations...?? 

Social media can be a stinky cologne that never really goes away. 
  

I'm just the A-HOLE republican who doesn't like being lied too. 
  

I've been at this a long time --- Colleagues. Over the years, I have developed mutual 
respects and friendships with many of you...Friendships I look forward to developing 



with many more of you - God willing... I continue to value and cherish those friendships 
and prospects to this day... 

  
I guess Fidura didn't consider this while on her middle school style assassination of my 

character; and of those that oppose her dictatorial direction. 
  

Once again, 

Truth Doesn't need Motivation! 
  

Let's move on -- shall we...? 
  

Remember our old friend George Autobee? 
(Varela's democratic political mentor and most ardent supporter) 

  
George is so bombastic in his hyper partisan hatred for anything (LEGITEMATEY) 

Republican....he never misses a chance to harass via social media... 
  
  

As a refresher, you'll recall George's promotion of Varela as if he were the proud 
Democrat father of his democrat son...after Varela maneuvered his way into a 

republican SD3 race... 
 

 



  



  

 



  

Autobee; never known for his tact nor filter -- tends to blurt out info that most politically 
ambitious would want to keep under wraps --- like the time Autobee outed Varela for 
changing party affiliation -- only for ballot access... 
 

 

This is notable because our very own Campaign Sidekick identified Varela as a "Weak 
Dem" in GOP DATA CENTER. 



  
In the navigating of all the twists and turns; of the myths and untruths Varela tells in his 
answering of the many questions... one campaign email -- he denied party switching, only 
to tell reporters in another interview - that he would switch because he wanted to vote in 
GOP primaries... 
  
First off, you know who doesn't have to switch parties to participate? ---- Legitimate 
Republicans! 
  
Second, we're all aware this is a democrat tactic used to influence general election tickets. 
-- I'm Not buying it! 
 



  

 



 



The truth is, and despite what he says - these days... Varela has absolutely no respect for 
the values you and I may share. While Lauren Boebert has faults and issues of her own to 
deal with, Varela was engaged in dirty politics designed to help Diane Mitsch Bush and 
Nancy Pelosi in 2020. 
  
In 2022, Varela used his campaign resources for plenty of travel. One such trip dragged 
his then campaign manager and staunch Lauren Boebert supporter to Denver, where they 
landed at a campaign fundraiser for Don Coram. It was said, at this fundraiser, was the 
who's who of Democrats of Colorado personnel were present; from campaign strategists 
& fundraisers to donors & managers... 
  
At the time, CD3 was tolerating Lauren Boebert, Stephen Varela was trying to weaken the 
ticket --- in the political foresight to position himself for the opportunity we find ourselves 
resisting today. 
  
Ever the political opportunist... 
  
Keep this screenshot in mind --- its relevance will come back in a bit... 
 

 

   

I think its obvious, George Autobee wouldn't spit on any LEGITEMATE republican if 
they were on fire... 

Dr. Tom Ready is a long-time party member in Pueblo County. Autobee expressed his 
inflammatory discontent for Tom's support of Donald Trump, as well Trumps "NAZI" 

supporters...like me -- apparently! 
 

 



 





 



 

Let me put it this way... 

If George Autobee "kicks my ass" in a dream....He better wake 
up and apologize! 

  
  

George Autobee fancies himself a moral superior (as most delusional democrats do) -- 
to that of the rest of society. Horses don't get much higher than the one George Autobee 

rides! 
 

 



  

While he is not the head of an ANTIFA chapter in Pueblo, Autobee is definitely a 
loudmouth when it comes to the politics and the so-called "freedoms" he claims to have 
fought for while in the military. 
  
Then again, ANTIFA are a'bunch of loudmouths...Hmmm...?? 
  



While his service is both notable and honorable, the reality is, he dishonors every 
principle and everyone that fought beside him every day. You can't fight for American 
freedoms, then support a political party that only exists to destroy them! 
  
Varela was Autobee's co-founder of Colorado Rural united, the dark money group that 
raised the $300k for those Boebert billboards referenced here; and in the screenshot 
above. 
  
  
 

 

While nobody other than George Autobee considers himself an ANTI-FACIST "leader" --
- Varela does associate with local ANTIFA activists like this "dude" -- who curses out and 
threatens physical harm of Pueblo Police to their faces --- while they simply laugh in his... 
  
Admittedly, I was laughing too when I saw it the first time... PPD would've worked this 
guy like a part time job! 
  
Kidding aside, this is the true Varela base! His political history in Pueblo only suggests it 
remains his base, as this picture was posted in the midst of Varela's "republican" SD3 
race. 
  
It would be completely stupid for Colorado Republicans to elevate him in achieving the 
social position he chases and thinks he's owed. 
  
"It's not arrogance, it's confidence...Alexander Mugatu and your eyes are lying to 
you...pay no attention to the activists who are my real friends..." //sarc// 
 



 



 

Why is any of this relevant to the 2024 CD3 race? 
  

Colleagues, You're gonna love this! 
 

 

See... when I say Stephen Varela has trouble keeping the tangled web of his own lies 
straight...Pueblo County GOP and the "silver tongue" himself will have you think the 
script has always been that of a conservative message... 
  
Take this gem for example...Posted to Facebook on March 27th 2024 -- for those who 
weren't blocked from seeing it. 
  
A "Champion" for charter schools, as any legitimate republican would be when it comes 
to school choice...Right...? 
  
...only there's yet another GLARING PROBLEM HERE... SCROLL DOWN 
 



 



 

  

 

   



  

WHOOPS...!! 
 This past January, Stephen Varela used his "Republican position" to leverage his 

Democrat favor -- by endorsing George Autobee's gubernatorial appointment to a board 
that has influence over our rising generations. Steph 

 

  

 

 
 
 


